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Safety/Security

Group Policy

Management

The safety and security of Group design and construction are overseen by the o�cer responsible for quality

management and architectural design. Under this o�cer, the general manager of the Quality Control

Department of the Residential Development Division and the General Manager of the Engineering Management

Department of the Commercial Real Estate Business Division oversee the management of workplace quality

control for housing and non-housing projects, respectively. In addition, the Sustainability Committee, which

comprises Nomura Real Estate Holdings and Group company directors and others and is chaired by the Nomura

Real Estate Holdings president and Group CEO, deliberates on and decides related policies and action plans. The

Sustainability Committee sets annual targets and monitors progress regarding improvement in safety and

security across design and construction, operation and management, and response to disasters.

The Nomura Real Estate Group recognizes that building and

infrastructure deterioration and obsolescence, reduced urban functions,

and increased natural disasters are important social issues. It contributes

to the realization of the safety and security of customers and local

communities through the provision of products and services based on

appropriate quality management and sustainable urban development. It

also promotes the creation of work and living environments in which

business and daily living can continue even in times of emergency.

Approaches and PoliciesManagement

Targets and ResultsInitiatives

Improved Safety and Security in
Design and Construction

Approaches and PoliciesManagement

Targets and ResultsInitiatives

Improved Quality of Safety and  

Security in Operation and Management
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Approaches and PoliciesManagement

Targets and ResultsInitiatives

Initiatives for Longer Life and
Increased Durability

Approaches and PoliciesManagement

Targets and ResultsInitiatives

Safety and Security in Disasters 
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Approaches and Policies

We intend to improve the quality of safety and security under the Group Policy and in collaboration with

design and construction companies and other suppliers as well as governmental agencies, by complying

strictly with Design and Construction Standards and Quality Manuals and implementing rigorous quality

control.

Management

Targets and Results

Targets

To improve the safety and security in design and construction, the Group endeavors to comply strictly

with Design and Construction Standards and Quality Manuals and implement rigorous quality control.

Results

Design and Construction Standards and Quality Manuals

FY2018 FY2019 FY2020

Compliance with Design and

Construction Standards and

Quality Manuals in the

Residential Development

Business Unit (%)

100% 100% 100%

Improved Safety and Security in Design and Construction

Group Policy (Safety and Security)

Management(Safety and Security）
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Compliance with Design and

Construction Standards and

Quality Manuals in the

Commercial Real Estate Business

Unit (%)

100% 100% 100%

Responses to Safety Issues

To ensure the safety of customers, if there is a violation of the Building Standards Act, Fire Service Act,

other applicable laws and regulations, or the internal quality standards, necessary responses will be

implemented rapidly. In �scal 2020, there were no signi�cant safety-related violations of relevant laws

and regulations or internal standards.

Initiatives

Comply with Design and Construction Standards and Quality Manuals

To ensure the quality of safety and security in building design and construction, the Group has

formulated Design and Construction Standards (structures, architecture, equipment, electrical) and

Quality Manuals and has established designs and speci�cations for the series of products developed by

the Residential Development Business Unit and the Commercial Real Estate Business Unit. The

Standards and Manuals are distributed to suppliers, including design and construction companies and

are strictly complied with. The Group also reviews the Standards and Manuals as needed to further

improve safety and security.

PROUD Design and Construction Standards (excerpts)

Speci�c products include condominiums, detached housing, rental housing, o�ce buildings, retail facilities, logistics facilities,
and hotels.

※
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Thorough Quality Control at Construction Sites

Requesting Customers and Partner Companies to Implement thorough Quality Control

The Group has speci�ed practices for ensuring and improving quality at construction sites in the Nomura

Real Estate Group Procurement Guidelines and requests the cooperation and understanding of

customers and partner companies in implementing these measures. 

In 2021, we began surveying supplier compliance with the Nomura Real Estate Group Procurement

Guidelines. This e�ort is intended to identify and proactively address supplier risks to ensure that

consistent quality control is practiced throughout the design and construction process.

Nomura Real Estate Group Procurement Guidelines

Implementation of Quality Control

Training on Design and Construction

Both the Residential Development Business Unit and the Commercial Real Estate Business Unit are

working hard to improve their skills and procedures to safeguard the quality of safety and security in

design and construction. 

Passing on skills to the next generation has become a vital issue for ensuring quality with the ongoing

aging of the workforce in the construction industry, and Group construction sites are no exception. We

are therefore also focusing on securing and training young workers.

Training on Quality Control Technologies

The Group holds the PROUD Quality Conference in the Residential Development Business Unit and the

Engineers’ Conference in the Commercial Real Estate Business Unit once a year for sharing and

improving quality control technologies. These conferences provide a forum for imparting knowledge and

expertise to younger workers by exchanging information or updates related to the Design and

Construction Standard and Quality Manuals, issues related to design and construction, and advanced

Nomura Real Estate Development quality control engineers

con�rm compliance with the Design and Construction Standards

and Quality Manuals and the status and progress of construction in

every major phase of construction. 

In addition, all accidents and problems that occur at construction

sites are reported to quality control personnel and the o�cer

responsible for quality management and architectural design.

Information regarding the details and responses are shared at

periodic meetings and on the Group intranet, and measures are

taken to prevent reoccurrence.

Quality control inspection at a
construction site
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case studies. In �scal 2020, architectural and quality control personnel gathered from around the

country with approximately 230 participating in the PROUD Quality Conference and about 130 attending

the Engineers’ Conference.

Supporting the Development of First-Class Architects

The Group supports the acquisition of the �rst-class architect quali�cation, to ensure safety and security.

As of April 1, 2021, Nomura Real Estate Development had 199 employees with �rst-class architect

quali�cations, comprising 9.5% of all employees.
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Approach and Policies

The Nomura Real Estate Group adheres to the Group Policy and collaborates with suppliers to improve

the quality of safety and security in operation and management by raising management quality and

enhancing after-sales services.

Management

Targets and Results

Targets

To improve the quality of safety and security in operation and management, the Group is working to

improve management quality and enhance after-sales service.

Results

Rate of conformance with Building Management Quality Assessment Guidelines and Sign-up rate

for NEXT PASS10

Improved Quality of Safety and Security in Operation and
Management

Group Policy (Safety and Security)

Management (Safety and Security)
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FY2018 FY2019 FY2020

Rate of conformance with

Building Management Quality

Assessment Guidelines at

managed properties  (%)

86 ー 70

Sign-up rate for NEXT PASS10 (%) 80 77 75

Responses to Safety Issues

To ensure the safety of customers, if there is a violation of the Building Standards Act, Fire Service Act,

other applicable laws and regulations, or the internal quality standards, necessary responses will be

implemented rapidly. 

In �scal 2020, there were no signi�cant safety-related violations of relevant laws and regulations or

internal standards.

For details, please see the ESG data collection (governance).

Initiatives

Compliance with Building Management Quality Assessment Guidelines

The Group formulated Building Management Quality Assessment Guidelines at managed properties.

The guidelines contain more than 400 items that pertain to topics such as quality control, legal

compliance, and internal audits. In �scal 2020, the Group signi�cantly increased the number of

assessment items to approximately 750 and raised conformance to ensure that higher management

quality can be maintained and improved based on the revisions of related laws. The conformance rate

for the same �scal year was 70%.

Enhancing Quality by Acquiring ISO Certi�cations

The Group is promoting the acquisition of international speci�cations for quality management. In

addition, our internal audits are conducted by employees who have taken internal auditor training

courses provided by external organizations.

ISO 9001 Certi�cation Status

*1

*2

Conformance rate: We extract several properties and conduct a survey on the number of conforming items in the assessment
items listed in the guidelines. In �scal 2020, we signi�cantly increased the number of assessment items and raised
conformance to ensure that higher management quality can be maintained and improved based on the revisions of related
laws.

※1

In �scal 2019, the conformance rate survey was not conducted in order to help contain the spread of the COVID-19.※2
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Certi�ed organizations Scope

Nomura Real Estate

Development Co., Ltd.

Activities of obtaining feedback and ensuring the re�ection of such

feedback in the PMO series of o�ce buildings

Nomura Real Estate

Partners Co., Ltd.

41 properties in the o�ce building segment (planning and provision of

comprehensive management services for buildings) 

22 complexes in the condominium segment (provision of facility

management, cleaning, security, and maintenance services for properties

under patrol management, or treasury/accounting and management

services for condominium management associations) 

3 properties in the data center segment (facility management, cleaning,

and integrated management services)

Improving Safety and Security after Sales

Convening a quality improvement conference for persons in charge of after-sales service

Products and Services to Provide Safety and Security for New Tenants

To ensure that new tenants feel safe and secure with their purchases, we put signi�cant e�ort into

enhancing our post-sales products and services. Our products incorporate the results of customer

satisfaction surveys and feedback from residents obtained through the board of directors of

condominium management associations. This is made possible by our system whereby development,

sales, and management are integrated, which was born from our corporate culture that encourages

collaboration among organizations. In principle, under this system no management services are

outsourced, so we are able to gain more opportunities to interact directly with customers, which

ultimately enables us to provide products and services that meet their needs.

Services Overview

After-sales services

In addition to providing customary after-sales

services to repair any defects, we support residents

in addressing problems after taking up occupancy,

such as after-sales support provided by a

condominium life adviser (for one month after

taking up occupancy)

For information regarding ISO 14001, see the Environmental Management System .※

We hold the National Customer Conference once each year to

improve the quality of after-sales service in PROUD condominiums.

The conference is attended by about 40 persons responsible for

after-sales service from around the country to share information on

issues that occurred during the �scal year, responses to the issues,

and roll out examples of the measures taken.

National Customer Conference Held
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Installation of Living Q Call

A service providing residents convenient and reliable

support to respond to their problems, such as “I

have a problem with the condo. What should I do?”

Provision of an emergency help service and a daily

living support service

LIVING Q CALL

NEXT PASS 10

A program that provides a 10-year repair warranty

for defects and malfunctions in condominiums, as

well as the NEXT PASS 15, which extends the

warranty by an additional �ve years

Repair and warranty services for transactions of

existing residences

Provision of repair and warranty services to

encourage liquidity of existing residences and

provide safety and security to customers after a

purchase, such as providing repair and replacement

warranty for defects in main equipment within one

year after purchase of a property

Training in operation and management

The Property & Facility Management Business Unit is working hard to improve the skills and procedures

to safeguard the quality of safety and security in operation and management. Nomura Real Estate

Partners Co., Ltd., which is in charge of this unit, conducts training for engineers through general

meetings, including responses to revisions in laws and regulations, about once a year, and participants

share what they have learned with their own units to prevent any violations. In �scal 2020, about 190

people participated in the training. In addition, each division within Nomura Real Estate Partners Co.,

Ltd. conducts its own training programs for young employees and also encourages its employees to

acquire related quali�cations.

Nomura Real Estate Partners Co., Ltd.: Number of Employees who Acquired Main Quali�cations (as

of March 31, 2020)

Quali�cation name
Number

of persons
Quali�cation name

Number

of persons
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Registered architect (�rst class, second

class)
170 Condominium manager 130

Chief electrical engineer (�rst class,

second class, third class)
304 Building manager 641

Building operation and management

engineer (�rst class, second class)
205 Real estate broker 474

Electrical work operation and

management engineer (�rst class,

second class)

150 Building sanitation engineer 548

Plumbing work operation and

management engineer (�rst class,

second class)

189
Condominium maintenance

and repair engineer
285

Civil engineering work operation and

management engineer (�rst class,

second class)

29
Condominium renovation

manager
14

Landscape gardening work operation

and management engineer (�rst class,

second class)

20
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Approach and Policies

With rising concerns regarding the aging and obsolescence of buildings and infrastructure, expanded

needs for repairs and remodeling, and increased frequency of natural disasters such as large-scale

earthquakes, providing buildings and spaces that are safe and secure throughout their entire life cycle is

an important responsibility of the Group. Based on this awareness, the Group works with suppliers such

as design and construction companies to increase the lifespans and durability of buildings.

Management

Targets and Performance

Target

To carry out measures that will increase the lifespans and durability of buildings, the Group strives to

provide products and services with long lifespans and high durability.

Results

Provide products and services with long lifespans and high durability

FY2018 FY2019 FY2020

Number of completed properties

that o�er the re:Premium service
5 17 9

Number of properties that

adopted the Attractive30 service

11 

（1,384）

23 

（3,211）

23 

（2,390）

Initiatives for Longer Life and Increased Durability

Group Policy (Safety and Security)

Management (Safety and Security)

Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of units sold.※
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Initiatives

Measures to Lengthen Cycles for Large-Scale Repair Work

In order to reduce the economic and psychological burdens on condominium residence and

management associations, the Group o�ers products and services intended to lengthen large-scale

repair work cycles in order to reliably carry out large-scale repair plans.

Measures at Completed Condominiums

In �scal 2020, drainage pipe repair work in the common use areas for replacing older pipes made of

di�erent materials with plastic pipes all at once to improve performance and reduce lifecycle costs for

the Coop Nomura Higashi Rokugo, which is under Group management, was certi�ed as a model project

for extending the life of condominium stock with the support of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure,

Transport and Tourism.

News Release

Measures at Newly-Constructed Condominiums

In �scal 2018, the Group launched the Attractive30 service, which seeks to increase the lifespans and

durability of newly-constructed condominiums. The adoption of high-durability materials and

construction techniques and introduction of the re:Premium service will enable lengthening of the cycle

of large-scale repair work.

News Release

Due to the aging of the population and the increase in vacant

dwelling units, about 35% of condominiums are unable to

accumulate su�cient reserves for repairs as scheduled (source:

data by Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism). 

The re:Premium service o�ered by the Group is designed to extend

the cycle for large-scale repair work for PROUD condominiums that

have already been completed. The service can extend the typical

12-year cycle for large-scale repair work to 16 to 18 years and result

in ultra-long-term improvement plans of up to 60 years after the

completion of construction. It also enables the extension of

building lifespan and reduction of demolition waste. The

psychological and economic burdens on customers are also able to

be reduced by substantially cutting lifecycle costs. For these

reasons, the Group is striving to expand the scope of properties

that adopt the re:Premium service.
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Approach and Policies

As abnormal weather and natural disasters increase in frequency, taking measures to ensure safety and

security during emergencies has become an important responsibility of the Group. Based on this

understanding, the Group collaborates with �re departments, governmental bodies, disaster

preparedness experts, and others, to ensure safety and security in times of disaster and prepare for and

prevent disasters, so that we can minimize harm in the event of a disaster.

Management

Targets and Results

Targets

The Group seeks to expand and enhance its safety preparedness measures to ensure the safety and

security of stakeholders during disasters.

Results

Expansion and Enhancement of Disaster Preparedness and Security Countermeasures

FY2018 FY2019 FY2020

Disaster preparedness drill

implementation rates at

managed properties (%)

94 93 94

Safety and Security in Disasters

Group Policy (Safety and Security)

Management (Safety and Security)
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Number of facilities, etc.  

that can take in persons who are

unable to return home during a

disaster (properties)

7 8 10

Initiatives

Design and Construction in Preparation for Disasters

The Group has developed the Quality Manual for design and construction companies and incorporates it

into construction plans while taking into consideration the risks of earthquake, �re, �ood, and other

disasters. In addition, we ensure the safety of our buildings by conducting a ground survey of the land

prior to construction and preparing a speci�c construction plan for the location.

 

Earthquake

Ground survey is conducted during construction planning, and veri�cation results are

incorporated into the structural design. Appropriate countermeasures are taken for

liquefaction, seismic isolation, and vibration.

 

Fire

In accordance with the Fire Service Act, indoor �re extinguishing systems are installed

in common areas, and �re extinguishers and automatic �re alarm systems are

installed in exclusive areas. 

 

Flood

After reviewing the records of past �ooding and the risk of damage on local hazard

maps, appropriate countermeasures are implemented, such as setting the lowest

�oor level of the building and placing seawalls and sandbags. Hazard maps are

attached to the statements of material matters provided to purchasers of residences.  

Disaster Preparedness Concept: Advances in Disaster Preparedness in Housing

Unless otherwise indicated, the reporting scope is the Group.※

Type of equipment installed and installation location vary by condominium.※

Countermeasures vary by condominium and are not implemented in areas that are not prone to
�ooding.

※

The Group has established Disaster Preparedness

in Housing as its disaster preparedness policy for

residential properties. Under the disaster

preparedness concept of “A condominium should

be housing that is prepared for disasters,”

Nomura Real Estate Development develops

disaster prevention measures against

earthquakes, �re disasters and �ood disasters, Conceptual diagram62



Disaster Response Headquarters Establishment Drills

Nomura Real Estate Group established a business continuity plan (BCP) in anticipation of a major

earthquake in the Tokyo Metropolitan region and conducts disaster response headquarters

establishment drills with the president of Nomura Real Estate Holdings serving as head of the

headquarters once a year.

Business Continuity Plan (BCP)

Implementation of Emergency Communication Drills and Disaster Response Headquarters
Establishment Drills

【Overview of Disaster Response Headquarters Establishment Drills】

from the time of planning condominiums to after

residents take up occupancy. Moreover, we place

emphasis on increasing disaster awareness by

promoting the formation of communities where

residents can help each other in time of

emergency.

Disaster Preparedness in Housing

To ensure the safety and security of customers (residents, tenant

businesses, and facility users) during a disaster and to prepare for

the rapid resumption of business by tenant businesses, Nomura

Real Estate Partners conducts monthly emergency communication

drills and annual disaster response headquarters establishment

drills. Disaster response headquarters
establishment drills

Con�rmation of the disaster response headquarters establishment process and details of measures・

Con�rmation of details of the disaster response headquarters activities according to the recovery

situation.

・

Assessment and tabulation of damage and managed properties・

Practice conveying information from management sites to the disaster response headquarters・
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Supporting Disaster Preparedness at Managed Properties

At-Home Sheltering with the Display and Stockpiling of Emergency Supplies

Partly due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, local governments* are increasingly encouraging

people in the event of a disaster to take shelter at their homes when it is safe to remain there.

Recognizing that some of our condominium residents are not aware of the location and content of

emergency supplies available in their buildings, we will be launching an Easy-to-See initiative to make

disaster preparedness more accessible to residents.

Disaster preparedness through the display and stockpiling of emergency supplies

Established Emergency Shelter for Tenant Companies

As a part of its e�orts to ensure safety and security during

disasters, the Group provides disaster preparedness support to

residents, management associations, tenant businesses, and

facility users at managed properties (residences, o�ce buildings,

commercial facilities, logistics facilities, etc.).

【Main Support】

Implementation of disaster preparedness drills・

Support organizing disaster supplies and forming and operating

disaster preparedness organizations

・

Development of disaster preparedness and response manuals・

Support preparing �re�ghting and disaster preparedness plans・

Distribution of disaster preparedness guidebooks・

Rendered drawing of displayed
emergency suppliers at a location that is
readily visible to residents

Reference: Disaster Preparedness Tokyo compiled by the Tokyo Metropolitan Government※

The Group established N-FORT (located in Chuo-ku, Tokyo) as a hub

for disaster preparedness and business continuity planning for

PMO (Premium Midsize O�ce) o�ce buildings. N-FORT provides

manned responses and an emergency power generator that can

operate for 72 hours and is equipped with emergency food for

2,000 persons. The facility reinforces BCP throughout the PMO

series of o�ce buildings.

Disaster preparedness measures for PMO o�ce buildings

Emergency supplies stored at N-FORT
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Taking in Stranded Persons in the Event of a Disaster

In addition to improving the disaster preparedness of condominiums and facilities, we are working to

strengthen our emergency connections with local governments and communities. For example, we are

making buildings and units owned by the Group available, and its funds and facilities operated by the

Group can be used for and as emergency community shelters.

Major examples of disaster prevention initiatives for local communities

Emergency shelters: Establishing temporary shelters for those stranded by a disaster, including the

provision of temporary rest areas, water, toilets, and information

・

Emergency supply storage: Stockpiling emergency supplies in condominiums・

Emergency access to well water: Made available when the water supply is interrupted due to a disaster・

Manhole toilets: Made available when the water and sewage supply is interrupted due to a disaster）・

Bench-type cooking stove: Made available when the gas supply is interrupted due to a

disaster>Subheading 

Taking in Stranded Persons in the Event of a Disaster

・
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